constraints between the helical domains of GPCRs. By using a rule-based automated method employing a Monte Carlo, simulated annealing procedure, they derive "footprints" of the heptahelical protein that conform to these data. As described in their article, this method satisfactorily generates the observed electron diffraction footprints of bacteriorhodopsin and rhodopsin. Considering the amount of information used in the model generation, their results are at the same time startling and heartening.
The challenge is clear: advances in the structure-based design and discovery of drugs demand that we invest intellectually in ways of exploiting the deluge of genetic information from of bacteriorhodopsin and rhodopsin, the implications for their methodology to protein homology modeling are farreaching. Doolittle (1995) recently reviewed domain organization of protein structure, and he defines domains as those parts of a protein that can fold independently of neighboring sequences. Put another way, these structural domains provide building blocks for protein structure; in turn, helices, (3 sheets, turns, and loops can be considered building blocks of the structural domains. The current rate of discovery of new protein structural families and structural domains suggests that although the number of protein sequences seems almost unending, a finite number of structural and functional domains can be assembled in various ways to form the cellular protein machinery (Chothia and Taylor, 1994; Murzin et al., 1995) . Therefore automated methods of homology modeling such as those described by Herzyk and Hubbard show great potential in enabling worthy protein models to be built from their building blocks. These methods help lay the foundation for the next big revolution, from sequence to protein structure (other important contributions in this area have been reviewed recently by Eisenhaber et al., 1995) . The significance of the work of Herzyk and Hubbard lies in the manner in which they use disparate experimental data to refine a protein model to within 1.9 A of the electron diffraction structure, whereas each datum poorly determines the structural possibilities; when taken together, they provide powerful structural restraints. With these models in hand, experiments can be designed to test the various structural hypotheses or models. What is lacking are the experimental strategies that directly address ways of recognizing and defining structural domains and that probe the many ways in which these domains might assemble in three dimensions. The all-or-none philosophy of many stnctural biologists might have to be tempered as the structunal problems become more difficult, as tie biological processes become more complex, and importantly, as the potential of hree-dimensional models is recognized.
